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Introduction to Cornwallis
• The Cornwallis Group was established in 1996 as a
forum for the exchange of analytic techniques and
processes, not limited to models, dealing with or related
to improving the conditions for international peace and
stability. The primary activity of the Cornwallis Group has
been the conduct of workshops with the subsequent
publication of each workshop’s proceedings - 12
Volumes published with 2008 in preparation.

Agenda
• Gene will give a perspective as to what we have learned
from the unique set of ‘Keynote’ speakers.
• George will review the more focussed Papers in terms of
the methods, tools, techniques and analysis presented to
come to some conclusions as to the status of PSO
analysis seen through the Cornwallis lens.

More Than You Ever Wanted to Know About
Cornwallis Keynotes
E. P. Visco
25 ISMOR
26-29 August 2008
genevisco@embarqmail.com

Purpose
• Review Cornwallis keynote addresses
• Summarize
• Assess the extent to which we responded to challenges

Sources and Modus Operandus

• One pre-Cornwallis proceeding (what does he mean by
that?)
• Twelve Cornwallis proceedings
• Notes from Cornwallis XIII

The Keynoters
•

I (1996) E. P. Visco (‘nuff said)

•

II (1997) P. Anderson, OR, ND Hq, Cda

•

III (1998) V. Roske, US Joint Staff

•

IV (1999) A. Morrison, Pearson Centre & LTG J. W. Kinzer, US
Army, ret.

•

V (2000) MG John Drewienkiewicz, Royal College of Defence
Studies, UK

•

VI (2001) LTG Manfred Eisle, Bundeswehr, ret.

The Keynoters
(continued)
• VII (2002) Dame Margaret J. Anstee, UN ret., UK &
Amb. Robert W. Farrand, US Foreign Service, ret.
• VIII (2003) MG Anders Lindstrom, Swedish Home Guard
• IX (2004) COL Karl Ernst Graf Strachwizt, Bundeswehr,
General Staff & Dayton Maxwell, US AID

The Keynoters
(continued)
•

X (2005) Dr. Pauline Baker, Fund for Peace & MG Walter
Natynczyk, Cda

•

XI (2006) Howard Roy Williams, Ctr for Humanitarian Cooperation &
Walter S. Clark, Univ of S. FL

•

XII (2007) Leonard R. Hawley, US State Dept (ret) & MG Chris
Brown, UK

•

XIII (2008) Amb Timothy M. Carney, US

What Did They Say?
•

I: Visco “Then and Now”
– Definition of Keynote
– Lessons from history of military analysis

•

II: Anderson “Military Operations Research and Canadian Forces
Peacekeeping Operations”
–
–
–
–

Is there really a military operations analysis problem?
Understanding the basic elements of PSO
Soft MOEs
Many sided, Many objectives, Many value sets, Many time scales

What Did They Say?
(continued)
•

III: Roske “Quick Response Analysis for the Future Joint
Environment”
– Analyst is conductor; organizing & guiding decision makers,
subject experts, and stakeholders, along a disciplined path to
insight

•

IVA: Morrison “Civil-Military Interactions”
– New paradigm? What would it look like?
– UN replaced?
– Realities to be recognized?

•

IVB: Kinzer “UN Mission in Haiti”
– Force protection should not dominate!

What Did They Say?
(continued)
•

V: Drewienkiewicz “Getting Missions Started”
– Easier to expand rather than re-structure a structure
– Staff planning capacity is a limited resource
– Headquarters can be formed and trained in 90 days if efforts are sequenced
gradually
– Modules are better than individuals
– Don’t re-equip as the force is being deployed
– Infiltration is preferable to a ‘Big Bang’
– In an alliance, everything takes longer

•

VI: Eisle “Peace Operations and Humanitarian Interventions in a Time of
Change”
– Conflict at the UN: Territorial integrity & state sovereignty vs. universal
validity of human rights (particularly in the case of humanitarian
assistance & disaster relief)

What Did They Say?
(continued)
•

VIIA: Anstee
– Complementary civilian and military action & close cooperation
between the two
– Spoiler in the peace processes is invariably political expediency

•

VIIB: Farrand: “Brcko, Crucible of Peace in the Balkans”
– Success: Brcko Law Revision Commission
– BLRC itself was dismantled on budgetary grounds

What Did They Say?
(continued)
•

VIII: Linstrom “Governance and Stability”
– Experiences at CENTCOM
– Emphasized planning approaches
– Collaboration & cooperation before, during & after deployment

•

IXA: Strackwizt “Does the Defense of Europe Start on the Foothills of
the Hinukush?”
– Experience with NATO (ISAF?) in Afghanistan
– Measure of NATO commitment and perseverance
– NATO must maintain a flexibility of strategy, including ability to
change objectives (e.g., focus on drug trafficking)

What Did They Say?
(continued)
•

IXB: Maxwell “Are We Reaching the Threshold to Overcome the
Obstacles for Effective CIV-MIL Cooperation Toward Mission
Achievement?“
– Political imperatives vs realistic time frames
– Shortfalls in building security capabilities
– Priority focus on short term
– Inadequate civilian planning & expeditionary capability
– Information control
– Inadequate planning for post-conflict actions

What Did They Say?
(continued)
•

XA: Baker “Threat Convergence & Failing States: A New Agenda for
Analysts”
– Threats: WMD, terrorism, failing states, & convergence of the 3
– Failure to understand causes & consequences of state decay
– Need approach to convergence (interactions, information
exchange)

•

XB: Natynczyk “Actionable Statistics”
– Indicators of impact of CJTF 7 (Baghdad)
– Progress: civilian casualties, attacks, control transition, tips,
return to normality (water, schools, etc), elections

What Did They Say?
(continued)
•

XIA: Williams “Transition from Conflict to the Beginnings of
Reconstruction”
–
–
–
–

Need interagency & cross-community working groups
Objectives clearly related to realistic options
Funding related to objective possibilities
Training & preparation must reflect the multi-faceted needs of
transitions
– Wide spread distribution of information on the states of transition
essential

What Did They Say?
(continued)
•

XIB: Clark “Stabilization & Reconstruction & the HumanitarianMilitary Dilemma”
– Conflict & cooperation between US Defense & State Depts
– Progress towards comprehensive planning
– Still a long way to go

•

XIIA: Hawley “Policy & Strategies for International Intervention”
– Need ‘empowering UNSC mandate’
– Need influential mission leaders
– Need implementation of 4 interlocking strategies: political,
security, rule-of-law, & political-economic

What Did They Say?
(continued)
•

XIIB: Brown “Coordinating International Actors in Post-Conflict StateBuilding: The Case of Afghanistan 2001-2007”
– Harmonization of activities before crisis
– Determine options for legal & political framework for intervention
– Planning for intervention will determine strategy of the international
community

•

XIII: Carney “Historical Review of 40 Years of Policy Decisions”
–
–
–
–

Impatience (9 women problem)
Unwillingness to listen (arrogance)
Ignorance
Focus should be on stability

What Did They Say?
In Summary
•

Demographics
– 2 woman, 17 men
– 7 active civilians
– 5 active military
– 5 retired civilians
– 2 retired military
– 10 US; 3 each Canada & UK; 2 Germany; 1 Sweden

•

Emphases
– Direct experience with specific operations (Haiti, Kosovo, Brcko,
Afghanistan, Iraq, Northern Ireland)
– Overall agency experiences and needs (OR in CND, US Joint Staff,
US CENTCOM, NATO Staffs)
– New questions & proposal for action
– Review of peace operations with focus on compliance
– Humanitarian intervention
– Military & civilian interactions, particularly in planning
– Lesson to be drawn from history of military analysis

Summation
• Emphases
–
–
–
–

Peace support operations
Military agencies & analysis
Revised role for UN
Interagency requirements

• Redundancies
– Interagency collaboration
– Mission clarity
– UN specificc support

Generalizations
•

Most keynote addresses were not keynotes, in terms of formal
definition.

•

“Keynote” itself may be an inappropriate designation for invited
addresses.

•

Cornwallis programs, with few exceptions, do not appear to pick up on
input from previous keynote addresses.

•

Domination [too strong a word?] by the US.

What Did Some Non-Keynoters Say?
•

V: Morrison “For the future, may there be many more Cornwallis Group
meetings! It is imperative that we—all as members of the New
Peacekeeping Partnership—continue to work together, that we continue to
explore new avenues of] research and understanding. The Cornwallis
Group, as an international group of scientists, mathematicians, military
personnel, humanitarians and diplomats, is to be congratulated for its efforts
and we are honored to have them convene annually at the Pearson
Peacekeeping Centre…”

•

VII: Dunsmore “…Peace operations today are multidisciplinary, complex
and increasingly dangerous endeavors…Our sense of what we are
attempting to do has changed. We recognize that peace is something that
must be constructed, and, like any construction job, it requires blueprints,
skilled professionals and craftspeople, resources and coordination…I came
to understand the importance of reflecting on the question of who. There
are clearly two categories of who—the international community on the one
hand, and local, national, and in some cases, regional actors on the
other…The protagonists of the design, planning and implementation
process need to be those most directly affected by the outcome. The role of
the international community becomes one of creating the enabling
conditions…The existence of a peace instrument provides a window of
opportunity. If adequate support is not provided in a timely fashion, that
window can close.”

Lessons Learnt From the Peace Operations
Papers

Dr George Rose

General Statistics
•
•
•
•

12 (1 in publication) volumes of Proceedings
306 Papers, 5302 Pages
272 attendees
17 nations represented
– Mainly US, UK, CA, SW, GE

• 35% Government, 25% Contractors, 20% Academics,
5% IO/NGO

Topics at Cornwallis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cornwallis I: Analytic Approaches to the Study of Future Conflict
Cornwallis II: Analysis for and of the Resolution of Conflict
Cornwallis III: Analysis for Peace Operations
Cornwallis IV: Analysis of Civil-Military Interactions
Cornwallis V: Analysis for Crisis Response and Societal Reconstruction
Cornwallis VI: Analysis for Assessment, Evaluation and Crisis Management
Cornwallis VII: Analysis For Compliance and Peace Building
Cornwallis VIII: Analysis for Governance and Stability
Cornwallis IX: Analysis for Stabilization and Counter-Terrorist Operations
Cornwallis X: Analysis for New and Emerging Societal Conflicts
Cornwallis XI: Analysis for Civil-Military Transitions
Cornwallis XII: Analysis for Multi-Agency Support
Cornwallis XIII: Analysis in Support of Policy

Topics at Cornwallis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cornwallis I: Analytic Approaches to the Study of Future Conflict
Cornwallis II: Analysis for and of the Resolution of Conflict
Cornwallis III: Analysis for Peace Operations
Cornwallis IV: Analysis of Civil-Military Interactions
Cornwallis V: Analysis for Crisis Response and Societal Reconstruction
Cornwallis VI: Analysis for Assessment, Evaluation and Crisis Management
Cornwallis VII: Analysis For Compliance and Peace Building
Cornwallis VIII: Analysis for Governance and Stability
Cornwallis IX: Analysis for Stabilization and Counter-Terrorist Operations
Cornwallis X: Analysis for New and Emerging Societal Conflicts
Cornwallis XI: Analysis for Civil-Military Transitions
Cornwallis XII: Analysis for Multi-Agency Support
Cornwallis XIII: Analysis in Support of Policy

Methodology
• Reviewed 12 published Proceedings + notes on C13
• Taxonomy used
–
–
–
–

Models
Analysis Techniques
Personal Perspectives from Subject Matter Experts
Hypotheses

Problems tackled by analysis in ‘PSO’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning and implementation of military interventions
PSO Exercises for Training – military and civilian ‘actors’
Force Development and Force Structures
Military tasks
Measures of ‘success’
Interactions between ‘players’
Doctrine Development

Models
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simulations - STRATMAS,DEXES, SEAS, NATION LAB
Open Source Simulation – internet based
DIAMOND
System Dynamics- Causal diagrams
Games – PSOM, POL-Mil Strategic,
Bayesian Belief Networks
Agent Based Models (Various)
SENTURION -Conflict Resolution
HILOCA
Conceptual Model of Peace Operations (CMPO)
Economics Models
GAMMA
SABRINA
AWARS
Distributed Simulations + Computer Generated Forces
SASO (deployment Model)
SIAM (Net modelling/linkages)
TEMPO (Concept of Operations modelling)
PSOM

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis Techniques

Historical Analysis
Simple statistics
Traffic lights (Use and Misuse)
Mind Mapping
SWOT
Decision Trees
Catastrophe theory
Goal Trees
MOMENT (Media Analysis)
CAST (Failed State Index)
Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
Value Focussed Thinking
Graph Modelling for Conflict Resolution (Business Tool Strategic Decision Support
System) (GMCR)
EUREKA- BAE Framework for analysis of military problems
Task Disaggregation processes (various)
POLITY – measures democracy
Q ANALYSIS – analysis of opinion polls
SAATY
Morphological Analysis
Information Theory- Entropy Modelling/Bayesian
Complexity Theory
Intelligent Automata

Personal Accounts (1)
• Experiences of operations/crises
– Keynote speakers (see Visco)
– Diplomats/IO/NGO/Contractors perspectives in various parts of
the world
• Bosnia, Iraq, Afghanistan, Angola, Rwanda, Zaire, Sudan, Darfur,
Montenegro, Haiti, Golan Heights

– National approaches to the new environment
• US, UK, GE, SW, NO, PH, AZ,

Personal Accounts (2)
• Analysis examples in support of operations
–
–
–
–
–

Bosnia (Richardson, Lambert, Rose)
Kosovo (Neighbour)
Afghanistan (Evans, Huxtable, Neighbour, Picken, Ramjeet)
Iraq (Davis, Hopkin, Feil)
Philippines (Legaspi and Noble)

• Military experiences of recent operations
– Kosovo, Iraq, Afghanistan

Hypotheses Presented
•

Driving factors in domains
–
–
–
–
–
–

What influences insurgencies
Can military and civilian organisations work together?
Role of gender, religion, culture
Are our organisations sufficiently for these ‘new’ operations?
Developing military doctrine- a help or a hindrance?
Need for ‘Comprehensive Planning’

Big points
• Wide spectrum of topics tackled By Cornwallis
• Many examples of papers on the issues that make up
complex operations
• Breadth of models that have been presented
• Lots of softer techniques have been tried
• Some examples of analysis from recent operations
• Frameworks for understanding PSO issues
• Unique compendium of PSO knowledge and
experiences

Smaller Points
• Lack of IO/NGO remains a concern
• Not many people know about Cornwallis
• We have a difficulty in assessing what influence
Cornwallis has had on the PSO analysis domain

Conclusions/Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Substantial body of PSO literature
Range of papers on the factors driving PSOs
Almost half the papers are in the Models and Tools and Techniques,
Analysis and Case Studies domains
The Human dimension is of paramount importance
A lot of OA horsepower has been tried- with only some success
The number of organisational players is a major negative to success
Cultural understanding by Western ‘players’ is often lacking
There are too many plans!! But they are not coordinated
We are still in the early days of understanding PSOs

Questions

